
Our growing company is hiring for a retail buyer. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for retail buyer

Responsible for determining order quantities and ensuring investment fits
within financial plan and will meet or exceed financial goals and customer
expectations
Leads and develops merchandise talent at diverse levels
Responsible for entering and managing all markdowns, promotions, cost
changes and retail changes in the RMS system
Manage all merchandising responsibilities within the PLM system for core
programs and new seasonal developments
Spearheads the seasonal SKU setup process from start to finish and
responsible for timely PO placement
Buyer will have direct buying responsibility in key departments and/or
locations including new location assortments and transitions
Work with Planning Team to identify all financial goals and implement
strategies accordingly
Recommend and execute product pricing strategies, merchandising and flow
strategies based on current analysis, seasonal trends, historical data, and
forecasts as it relates to margin opportunities
Ensure adequate transitional quantities and timing of flow on basic and
seasonal programs
Understand the brand strategy / identity and translate it into the right
product proposition for our stores in the constant effort of maximizing image
and sell out results

Example of Retail Buyer Job Description
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Tailor store offerings based on Stores space allocation, store attributes, type
of location and traffic
Manage Buys and Open to Buy – in coordination with Retail Planners – to
achieve Store Sales and Margin goals
Partner with Field for input on sales, fit, communicate findings to relevant
stakeholders and cross-functional partners
Qualified candidates must have experience in retail buying, planning, visual
merchandising and store operations
Clear understanding of financial measures and how decisions affect brand
Influences and defends a point of view to peers and management


